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Table 1. CALSPEC sample used for each filter.
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2MASS ID
J05053062+5249519
J05522761+1553137
J09211915+8143274
J12570233+2201526
J13385054+7017077
J14515797+7143173
J15591357+4736419
J16194609+5534178
J16313382+3008465
J16553529−0823401
J17325264+7104431
J17403468+6527148
J17430448+6655015
J17551622+6610116
J17583798+6646522
J18022716+6043356
J18023073+5837381
J18052927+6427520
J18120957+6329423
J21321623+0015144
J22031077+1853036
J22113136+1805341
J23195840−0509561
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CALSPEC file
g191b2b stisnic 006.fits
gd71 stisnic 006.fits
agk 81d266 stisnic 006.fits
gd153 stisnic 006.fits
grw 70d5824 stisnic 007.fits
p041c stisnic 007.fits
p177d stisnic 007.fits
snap2 stisnic 007.fits
p330e stisnic 008.fits
vb8 stisnic 006.fits
1732526 stisnic 004.fits
1740346 stisnic 003.fits
1743045 stisnic 004.fits
kf08t3 stisnic 001.fits
kf06t2 stisnic 004.fits
1802271 stisnic 004.fits
hd165459 stisnic 004.fits
1805292 stisnic 004.fits
1812095 stisnic 004.fits
lds749b stisnic 006.fits
hd209458 stisnic 007.fits
bd 17d4708 stisnic 006.fits
feige110 stisnic 006.fits
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Table 2. ZPs based on the Bohlin (2007) Vega SED derived in
this work and in previous ones.
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lished sensitivity functions agree with the data presented here
and no new functions need to be calculated. For the restricted
fit, we obtain reduced χ2 values of 0.76, 0.59, and 0.75 for J, H,
and K, respectively. Such low values indicate that if anything,
the 2MASS uncertainties are slightly overestimated on average
for these objects (note that we have not included an uncertainty
term from the spectrophotometry, but that would only make the
reduced χ2 values even lower).
The values for the ZPs derived from the restricted fit are
given in Table 2, along with the equivalent results from previous
works. The associated uncertainties for the ZPs obtained here are
0.005 mag in all three cases. The ZP derived for H is consistent
with the previous values. The ZPs derived for J and K are both
close to the lower end of previous results, with the one for J being closer to our previous results (Maı́z Apellániz 2007, which
were obtained using a preliminary version of this analysis with
a previous version of CALSPEC data) and the one for K being
closer to the result of Cohen et al. (2003).
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Fig. 1. Difference between the photometric and the synthetic
magnitudes as a function of photometric J −K for the CALSPEC
stars in this sample assuming a Vega ZP of 0.0 for 2MASS J
(top), H (center), and K (bottom). For each plot we show the
fit plus uncertainties assuming a linear color term (blue) and no
color term (red).
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3. Testing the zero points with FGK dwarfs
We test our values for the 2MASS ZPs using additional information from Gaia DR2, most importantly the parallaxes $.
We start by cross-matching the whole 2MASS catalog with Gaia
DR2 and selecting only the objects with good-quality photometry in all six bands GGBPGRP JHK. We then select a sample of
low-extinction FGK dwarfs by applying the following restrictions to the sample above:

